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1995 chevy nv4500 rebuild kit
If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. 01-17-2012, 09:00 PM #1 NV4500 rebuild cost??? Guys, bought a nv4500 off a guy awhile
back and he said he had to double clutch going into 4th otherwise it would grind, tranny looks bone stock with the 1 1/4 input.. only upgrade is the iron tailhousing. its a 4x4 too. Long story short.. "how much" would it cost to pay someone or a shop... to do a rebuild kit on it?? Here's what i have: -Rebuild kit (synchros,bearings,gaskets) -Updated main
shaft with upgraded 5th gear/nut -1 and 3/8ths input shaft with the retainer.. -Amsoil fluid Ballpark would help here since i have NO clue what it should cost me.. Also any recommendations on chain shops? or stick to diesel performance stuff to do the job? __________________ 2005 F250 4x4 Project truck undergoing 12v w/ NV4500 Swap 01-17-2012,
09:25 PM #2 Iirc book time is around 4.5hrs so probably around $400 at a good shop. Its been a while since I've done one but thats what a recall. If you were closer I'd be happy to do it for you, but shipping would be pricey. __________________ 2007 Dodge 3500 6.7 Cummins, 68RFE. Smartay power. 01-17-2012, 09:49 PM #3 My local guy
charged me $300 for the rebuild kit, and $300 labor to rebuild my NV4500 and I brought him the trans out of the truck. __________________ Mark 2007 2500 Mega 68RFE FirePunk EFI/CSP5 & TCM tuning, Edge CTS II. 1997 2500 Jokerfab cyl head, PDR street cam, FDS benched pump, DFI 5x18's, HX35 63/67, FirePunk 47RE & anteater. 2003 Jetta
TDI 5spd "DZL WGN" lot's of mods 01-17-2012, 10:01 PM #4 Standard Trans and Gear is where i bought my transmission from and their prices dont seem to bad either. you could easily rebuild that trans by yourself with some basic tools. Dodge with Cummins Diesel __________________ 2020 Ram 2500 4x4 Big Horn 01-18-2012, 06:43 PM #5
Quote: Originally Posted by Chevycummins Standard Trans and Gear is where i bought my transmission from and their prices dont seem to bad either. you could easily rebuild that trans by yourself with some basic tools. Dodge with Cummins Diesel ^^^^THIS But if you do it.... Just make sure you keep everything in order the way it came out.
__________________ Austin 2007 Dodge Ram 2500 CR 5.9 EFI Live 01-18-2012, 08:21 PM #6 Anyone know of any good references to rebuild a 4500 that would give step by step and specs like proper endplay, backlash and stuff? __________________ 1997 4x4 5 speed 12v sold 2002 f250 7.3 sold then totaled 1995 2wd auto 12v sold 1997 4x4 auto 12v
sold..... 1989 K5 Blazer 4x4. ppumped 4bt cummins/nv4500sold 2001 X 4x4 7.3 stroker 05 2wd 1500 ram..12v 4500 4x4 swap underway 01-18-2012, 08:54 PM #7 this website has a lot of specifics about the NV4500 even bell housing bolt patters and everything. it gives the specs for end play but didnt see anything on back lash High Impact NV4500 5spd General Information: __________________ 2020 Ram 2500 4x4 Big Horn Last edited by Chevycummins; 01-18-2012 at 08:56 PM. 01-19-2012, 08:22 PM #8 thanks, i might give it a shot.. never rebuilt a tranny before, but seems straight forward __________________ 2005 F250 4x4 Project truck undergoing 12v w/ NV4500 Swap 01-192012, 08:35 PM #9 It is but like stated make sure you stack the parts as they belong on the shafts so that you put them back together the correct way. __________________ 2020 Ram 2500 4x4 Big Horn 01-19-2012, 08:40 PM #10 I paid $1600-1700 IIRC. It was a full rebuild with a fully splined mainshaft including R&R. Sent from my T-Mobile G2
using Tapatalk __________________ Jake 2005 Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD Ultimate Transmission 01-22-2012, 01:00 PM #11 Mine was right at $1100 fully rebuilt and upgraded 1 3/8" input shaft. __________________ Kyle ‘20 GMC Sierra 2500 Denali Duramax 96 12v 2500 NV4500 with a couple extras..SOLD 06 Jetta TDI 5 spd. Malone Stage 1.5
thanks to JFettig...SOLD 12 Jetta TDI DSG....SOLD 02-02-2012, 10:36 PM #12 I took a friends nv4500 which was attacked by the 5th gear nut into "Anaheim Gear & Standard Trans." I brought the trans into them and they rebuilt it with new syncros and updated fully splined mainshaft for $750 total and it was done in a day. __________________ 95
3500 4x4 5spd 4.10 02-03-2012, 08:25 AM #13 id just do it yourself they are very simple. when i did mine i found a thread on pirate 4x4 i believe that gave the end play. __________________ 99 3500 black Laramie~Infinitive Performance Farrel Diesel Service Goerend Transmissions 98 12 valve with all the goodies from 2008 90 w250 "brownie"
straight 6 standard transmission Quote: Originally Posted by dvst8r Dying is always a way bigger concern than egt's... 02-13-2012, 01:38 AM #14 Around a 1000$ from Allstate gear in San Antonio tx. Comes with a warrenty. And all new gears and syncros __________________ all my trucks are broke down 2003 Dodge 2500 Cummins QC SRW 02-132012, 08:43 AM #15 I'd say do it yourself if u have a lil time. Look on pirate 4x4 and get ur specs... I had to do mine 7 times before i swapt a 6 spd in, even worked on a couple of buddies trans. very easy for the first timer... but otherwise since u have all the parts for a rebuild already, shouldn't b more than 500 __________________ '97 cclb 12v, 6spd
swapped in 3600 dd 140hp dd injectors,afe intake 4in into 5in miter cut stacks, 4.5 in lift, 38in toyo mts on 18x9 centerlines rear home made bars fass 95/180 and sum other tweaks 03-06-2012, 01:25 AM #16 My last one cost $1200 for the rebuild from AAMCO. It was $800 for the rebuild kit and around $300 for labor. I had them also install a 1
3/8" input shaft which I supplied to them. __________________ 01 2500 QCSB 4x4 03-06-2012, 04:08 AM #17 Quote: Originally Posted by cummins9301 My last one cost $1200 for the rebuild from AAMCO. It was $800 for the rebuild kit and around $300 for labor. I had them also install a 1 3/8" input shaft which I supplied to them. they got you good
bud. the rebuild kits are like 300 for the master kit, unless they bought some gold plated kit. __________________ 2020 Ram 2500 4x4 Big Horn 03-06-2012, 09:28 AM #18 Quote: Originally Posted by jaybuller Anyone know of any good references to rebuild a 4500 that would give step by step and specs like proper endplay, backlash and stuff? I
rebuilt mine myself with a 1000 page manual that covers the entire dodge 1997 ram truck « Previous Thread | Next Thread » Posting Rules You may not post new threads You may not post replies You may not post attachments You may not edit your posts HTML code is Off All times are GMT -5. The time now is 02:25 PM. Click here for NV4500
Conversion Packages starting at $1,965 $1,650 + $600 Core Charge No core the outright price is $2,650 Rebuilt Dodge & GM NV4500 5 Speed Transmissions for both Diesel and Gasoline. Rebuilt unit does not come with oil. Click here for Oil Chart Why choose High Impact? All units are completely cleaned and inspected Comes with new bearings,
seals, gaskets and synchro rings Dyno Tested 100% New and like-new internal parts 5th Gear is updated with fully splined main shaft and updated nut (Dodge only; GM never had a 5th gear problem) Constant quality control Availability Two year, 24,000 mile warranty Free Shipping & Free Core Pick Up Extreme Built Dodge Diesel & GM NV4500
available also – Click Here Early Model GM NV4500 with 6.34 1st gear ratio available also – $1,650.00 + $600 core charge. With no core the outright price is $2,650.00. Call 888-316-2940 or email us at info@high-impact.net for questions or to order. Click blue link below for more information: NV4500 Complete Conversion Packages What is involved
in a typical NV4500 conversion? NV4500 Conversions in a Ford Truck Conversions from an Automatic NV4500 Technical Information and Specifications NV4500s – 6.34 1st Gear or 5.61 1st gear NV4500s – Custom Configurations Extreme Built Dodge Diesel NV4500 available also – Click Here The NV4500 transmission is generally considered to be
the most robust and reliable 5 speed transmission ever supplied in pickup trucks (up to 1 Ton). It is a popular replacement in older trucks with 4 speeds. It is also a popular replacement for 5 speed transmissions used in other 1 ton trucks, such as the Ford ZF or the Getrag (as used in Dodge Diesels before Dodge went to the NV4500). It is also the
most popular truck 5 speed to be used in building up extreme Jeeps, Broncos and other hard core short wheelbase off road vehicles. High Impact focuses on having QUALIFIED technical support readily available to customers both in engineering their specific NV4500 conversion systems, as well tech support both during and following the system
installation. Email us for a free quote: info@high-impact.net Conversion Packages Available (click on link below) (Applies to the 5.61 ratio Transmission) NV4500 into Dodge Pickup 88-93 with 5.9L Cummins NV4500 into Dodge Pickup 94 & Up with 5.9L Cummins Dodge Getrag Replacement (88-93 Cummins Diesel) NV4500 into Chevrolet Truck with
SM465 NV4500 into a 4BT with Automatic NV4500 Replacing an NV5600 NV4500 replacing Ford Full Size T18, T19 or NP435 & NP205 NV4500 into Chevy Truck with SM465 and Big Block or Diesel Engine Call 888-316-2940 or email us at info@high-impact.net on the below applications: Ford 7.3L Diesel 4 Speed Replacement Ford 7.3L Diesel Auto
Replacement Ford 7.3L Diesel ZF 5 Speed Replacement GM 82-93 Diesel Replacement GM92-01 Diesel Replacement GM Gasoline Engine Replacement GM Gas Engine Applications Dodge Gas Engine Applications Ford Gas Engine Applications Jeep (87 & up) Applications Jeep (86 & earlier) Applications Toyota Land Cruiser Applications Toyota
“MiniTruck” Applications 6.34 ratio NV4500 applications Applications for 6.34 ratio NV4500s are available. Price is $1,450 + $500 core charge. Email us for a free quote: info@high-impact.net Contact us at 888-316-2940 or email us at info@high-impact.net for applications you do not find listed! Complete Conversion Packages High Impact offers
custom engineered conversion packages. Complete NV4500 installation packages are available for MANY vehicles. These include needed Bellhousing or adapter, any needed clutch components, transfer case adapters. Transmissions are custom configured with correct input/output shaft as is optimum for the application. The fine print: As for “is it
100% Bolt-in”, yes, all the components should bolt together fine. However, I would never consider or assume any installation of a transmission that did not come in the vehicle was going to be 100% bolt in: 1. Might work out that way. 2. Most cases have a few issues you will need to figure out on the fly. 3. Occasionally there is some issue we did not
anticipate that turns out to be a hassle. That is rare. In any event, our customer service is always available to help you resolve whatever issues may arise in your conversion. Our Tech Support is generally quite a bit more knowledgeable than the average Joe you get on the line! (Applies to the 5.61 ratio Transmission) NV4500 into Dodge Pickup 88-93
with 5.9L Cummins NV4500 into Dodge Pickup 94 & Up with 5.9L Cummins Dodge Getrag Replacement (88-93 Cummins Diesel) NV4500 into Chevrolet Truck with SM465 NV4500 into a 4BT with Automatic NV4500 Replacing an NV5600 or G56 NV4500 replacing Ford Full Size T18, T19 or NP435 & NP205 NV4500 into Chevy Truck with SM465 and
Big Block or Diesel Engine Email us for a free quote: info@high-impact.net Call 888-316-2940 or email us at info@high-impact.net on the below applications: Ford 7.3L Diesel 4 Speed Replacement Ford 7.3L Diesel Auto Replacement Ford 7.3L Diesel ZF 5 Speed Replacement GM 82-93 Diesel Replacement GM92-01 Diesel Replacement GM Gasoline
Engine Replacement GM Gas Engine Applications Dodge Gas Engine Applications Ford Gas Engine Applications Jeep (87 & up) Applications Jeep (86 & earlier) Applications Toyota Land Cruiser Applications Toyota “MiniTruck” Applications 6.34 ratio NV4500 applications Applications for 6.34 ratio NV4500s are available in rebuild unit only. Price is
$1,450 + $500 core charge. Contact us at 888-316-2940 or email us at info@high-impact.net for applications you do not find listed! Complete Conversion Packages Turnkey system installation We do NOT have a Jeep or 4×4 shop ourselves and do not work directly on customer vehicles. We do in many instances work with install shops, and even have
several we have worked with a lot and can sub install work to for customers desiring our knowledge and engineering of the system while wanting a complete turnkey install done professionally. Recommendations regarding shops to do custom work for you I want to make a general observation, and like all general observations, there will be
exceptions. However: An Auto repair business and a custom fabrication or 4WD shop are two very different businesses. The repair business is involved in diagnosis and repair of stock vehicles. They quote and work jobs out of references such as MOTOR’S MANUAL. Custom 4×4 and fab shops specializing in doing things to vehicles that DID NOT
come that way from the factory. I know, there are a lot of guys competent to do either, but rarely do I see one shop that operates efficiently or well doing one when it is set up primarily to do the other. thus: TAKE CUSTOM WORK TO A SHOP THAT MAKES IT THEIR PRIMARY BUSINESS TO DO CUSTOM WORK. If you cannot find the job listed in
MOTOR’S MANUAL consider it custom work. What is involved in a typical NV4500 conversion? Generally speaking, when you purchase one of our engineered packages: You will be supplied with the primary ingredients to install a NV4500 in your vehicle. The following are the main items to consider: Drive Shaft Modifications In many conversions, the
overall length of the installed transmission will be different than the current transmission, resulting in the need to modify your driveshafts. If you measure the overall length of your drivetrain from the engine block back to the mounting surface of the transfer case (in 4WD vehicles) or the driveshaft yoke (in 2WD vehicles), it is then easy enough to add
up the components of the NV4500 package to go in. (Bellhousing, BH adapter [if any], NV4500 main case, transfer case adapter [4wd] or 2WD tailhousing. From this you can determine accurately whether driveshaft modifications will be needed. Such driveshaft modifications can usually be performed by a local driveshaft shop. Typical cost of such
mods are $2-250. Crossmember/Skidplate Crossmember location and/or modification: Most vehicles have a crossmember (or in some Jeeps, the skidplate) supports the rear of the driveline. It is usually located under the transmission tailhousing or 4WD transfer case adapter. (Some vehicles use bellhousing as to frame mounts as a rear drivetrain
support). In most cases the stock crossmember will work with some modification. You can get a pretty good idea of what is involved here by looking at your existing crossmember and comparing it to the following description of what an NV4500 likes to see: NV4500 crossmember is located about 14″ from the front of the transmission (which on gas
engines is about 7″ from the rear of the engine block when using a Dodge input NV4500 or 6.5 inches when using a GM input NV4500). If yours will need to move, it is frequently possible to simply unbolt the crossmember, move it forward or back, re-drilling the frame at the desired location and bolting in place. An NV4500 crossmember must pass
below and be the transmission tailhousing or 4WD transfer case adapter. This tailhousing or adapter is then bolted to the crossmember via a rubber or urethane isolation mount. We have several different mount kits we supply in conversion packages to facilitate this. In some popular conversions where they are useful, we offer crossmember/skidplate
adapter kits and/or complete replacement crossmembers as a part of our conversion packages. In most cases, skidplate equipped vehicles will simply need some minor drilling and such to mount the NV4500. IF your existing crossmember proves unsuitable, and a pre-fabricated replacement is not available, you will need to fabricate a new
crossmember. This generally involves cutting, welding and drilling steel tube, angle and/ or channel into a suitable shape, and bolting this into the vehicle. You will need suitable pieces of steel, a cut-off saw, electric drill and a welder. Estimate 2-3 hours to fabricate a crossmember. Shifter Location and Stick Lever modifications The shifter stick on an
NV4500 comes up roughly 9.5″ from the front of the transmission. There is a short stub on the transmission, and the shifter lever (extension handle) attaches to and is removable from that. Take a look at where your current shifter stick comes up. If the location is different, it may prove to require a different location for the hole in the floorboards for
the stick to come up through. If this is the case, It will be necessary to measure and cut a new hole in the floor in the appropriate location. The old hole may be patched using a piece of sheet metal cut to size to cover the old hole, and attached to the floor pan by sheet metal screws or pop rivets. We recommend using silicon sealant glue (RTV) to seal
this and vibration-proof it. Factory shifter sticks come in different lengths and shapes. Many transmissions had the shifter stick located forward on the transmission case. This necessitated snaking the shifter lever back out from under the dash, and then bending up. The NV4500 shifter will typically come up to the rear of the dash, in clear space. In
any case, we supply a simple steel shifter stick that is easy to heat and re-bend if the shape does need to be changed. (Factory NV4500 sticks incorporate rubber in their design, and cannot be heated and reformed. Back-Up Switch All NV4500s are equipped with an electric back-up switch. This switch closes when the transmission is in reverse. If you
desire to use this switch to operate back-up lights, you will need the correct connector-pigtail. This part is GM PN 12085485 or 14014559 or AC Delco #PT107. The GM switch will fit the Dodge trans. TIP: When replacing a Getrag with an NV4500 on a Dodge Cummins, the Getrag b/u switch will fit the NV4500, and will thus still work with the existing
electrical connector. Bellhousing and clutch: The NV4500 has a bolt pattern that is unique to the NV4500. When converting from a different transmission, an adapter plate or replacement bellhousing will always be needed. In some cases the conversion is based around an adapter plate attached to a factory bellhousing (such as in Ford applications).
In other cases a different bellhousing will be required (sometimes an off the shelf factory bellhousing is used, however in many cases a custom or an aftermarket “conversion” bellhousing will be used, making the job simpler and less costly. In some cases, both methods are available, and pros and cons can be weighed. The main advantage of the
adapter plate method is that usually the stock clutch and clutch linkage can be retained as-is. The main advantage of the replacement bellhousing method is it will be 1″ shorter (which matters really only in short wheelbase vehicles where every inch counts), or in the simple fact of having fewer parts in the stack up. Clutch: As mentioned above, when
using an adapter plate, the existing clutch and clutch linkage will usually work as-is. It is of course recommended to replace the clutch disc, pressure plate and throwout bearing if they are not fresh. In the case of a conversion bellhousing, in many cases the stock parts will still work. We have tried to mention in the specific packages whether stock
components may be retained. Where stock components will not work, we have specified suitable replacements as part of the conversion package. Hydraulic Clutch Linkages: Considerations putting later systems into older vehicles Pilot Bearing: Our conversion packages will typically supply a replacement pilot bearing suitable for the conversion in
question. 2WD tailhousing/speedometer hookup Our NV4500s can be supplied with several different output configurations. Depending on what is in your vehicle, and your requirements, one or the other may be superior. We will go over his with you at the time of purchase, and determine which is optimal. The possibilities include: Tailhousing with a
fixed yoke (available configured for GM electronic vehicle speed sensor (VSS), or blank, for axle mounted VSS). 13″ tailhousing with a slip-yoke (Available configured for mechanical speedo, electronic vehicle speed sensor (VSS), or blank, for axle mounted VSS) Notes: Mechanical speedo drive components needed: Dodge Speedo Gear Applcations 4WD
Adapter housing and output shaft There are three factory configurations available. Depending on what transfer case you desire to mate the NV4500 to, and what vehicle you are putting it all into, different configurations would be optimal. We will go over these factors with you at the time of purchase to determine what is optimal for YOUR conversion.
General assumptions are made in the published packages, assuming stock Tcase for the vehicle in question. ” No extra cost” Options include: Factory GM tailhousing with 32 spline output shaft Factory Dodge tailhousing with 23 spline output shaft Factory Dodge tailhousing with 29 spline output shaft Extra Cost options include: Aftermarket transfer
case adapters (for use where a factory NV4500 setup will not work with your transfer case. We have a wide variety of these available. A full list can be found on the “4WD transmission – transfer case adapters” page. Dodge style Cast Iron 4WD tailhousing: A direct replacement for the aluminum part used on Dodge transmissions. Installation Difficulty
Disclaimer: While every attempt has been made to make this as straight forward a conversion as possible, please realize you are bolting a transmission into your vehicle that is other than than the one it came with. You must expect a certain amount of ingenuity and “make-it-fit” to be required. We realize this is part of any conversion: Our tech support
is always available to go over any technically difficulties you may encounter. And you will find us to be considerably more knowledgeable than the usual joe you get on the line. NV4500 Conversions in a Ford Truck The package we use for that application will bolt the NV4500 to the stock Ford bellhousing via an adapter plate. The adapter plate is 1″
thick. The NV4500 main case is 12.375″ long. The tailhousing is 6.25″, and the adapter to the Ford Tcase is 1.650″. You could compare these numbers with the parts that are coming out. Conversions from an Automatic Will entail all of the above general conversion information. In addition, you will need a flywheel and clutch components. If the package
in question uses a bellhousing adapter plate, a Factor bellhousing will be needed. We have variations of all of our conversion packages to supply all of these components. Clutch pedal and linkage: In most cases it is easiest to bolt in the clutch linkage from your year and model truck with a stick trans. We can supply master and slave cylinders. The
actual pedal assembly, and any mechanical linkages, are either dealer items (in later model trucks) or junkyard items. We have not found it practical to supply these items: These are pretty much the only parts you will be on your own with. In some cases it is practical to modify a pedal assembly out a different truck to work. Advance Adapters carry a
line of generic clutch pedal assemblies that may work. These we can supply. In any event, we can discuss your specific application and make suggestions and include any parts we can supply into the package. Hydraulic Clutch Linkages: Considerations putting later systems into older vehicles Issues when converting from auto to stick on computer
controlled vehicles NV4500 Technical Information and Specifications In 1992 Dodge and General Motors trucks started appearing in showrooms with one of the most versatile transmissions ever to be offered in a production truck: the New Venture Gear 4500. General Motors applications include it as an option in 3/4 and 1-ton full size trucks. Dodge
standard duty units come in trucks with the 5.2 and 5.9 liter engine, while Dodge HD versions are used with Cummins diesels and V10’s. This transmission is a fully synchronized (except reverse on GM models) five-speed gearbox with all of the strength and low-gear benefits (and then some) of the older granny four-speeds, with a 27-percent
overdrive. The cast iron case is combined with massive gear sets in an almost compact 200lb package. This unit shifts with a smooth, short action and very distinct shift gates. We consider it the premium manual trans swap for 4×4 vehicles. Gear Ratios Current production Dodge NV4500 and GM NV4500 share the same gear ratios. Early GM units
(93-94) were built with a lower first gear ratio of 6.34 to 1.0. These low-geared GM boxes have since been discontinued and are generally much more difficult to obtain. We are able to provide new and remanufactured NV4500s with these early gearsets. Beginning in 95’, all GM units were built with the same gear ratios as the Dodge unit. GearGM 939495/up GM; 93/up Dodge 1st Gear6.345.61 2nd Gear3.443.04 3rd Gear1.711.67 4th Gear1.001.00 5th Gear0.730.73 Reverse6.345.04 Measurements: NV4500GM (6.34)DodgeDodge HDDodge HD 2WD Main Case12.375"12.375"12.375"12.375" 4wd Adapter Housing8.125"8.125"6.25"6.25" 2wd Tailhousing6" Tailhousing6" Tailhousing13"
Tailhousing13" Tailhousing YokeFixed YokeFixed Yoke30 spline slip yoke31 spline sliip yoke Input Shaft Stickout6.625"6.625"7.625"7.625" Input shaft spline1.125" 10 spline1.125" 10 spline1.125" 10 spline1.250" 10 spline Pilot Diameter.590".590".750".750" Bearing Retainers: Bearing Race GM 96-up, and all Dodge Std Duty retainer: GM retainer is
for internal slave and dodge retainer is for ext slave, but they will both fit NV4500s GM 96-up, and ALL Dodge std duty Dodge HD is a Different retainer. GM 92-95 NV4500 uses a bearing retainer with a smaller outside diameter, and a smaller bolt circle, and is not interchangeable with the other NV4500s. All NV4500s use the same bearing race
EXCEPT GM 96-up. This parts should be replaced when a new tapered roller bearing is installed. Tapered Roller Bearing All NV4500s use the same tapered roller bearing. When changing shafts, however it is extremely difficult to get this part off the old shaft without damage, and thus is generally replaced Input Seal the input seal is the same on ALL
NV4500s. This part sis hard to remove from one retainer and put in another and should be replaced when changing the retainer. Bellhousing Bolt Pattern: GM 1993-1995 10.078 across the top, 10.394 across the bottom, 4.685 vertically GM 1996 + up 10.078 across the top, 9.738 across the bottom, 6.043 vertically Dodge (All) 10.078 across the top,
9.738 across the bottom, 6.043 vertically Shifter Stub Specification The NV4500 shifter will have a short stub sticking up from the top cover, There are 3 different methods by which a shifter extension handle attaches: Dodge NV4500 1993-1999 A short, square stub sticks up Dodge NV4500 1999-up Threaded stub, 12mm x 2.0 pitch threads GM
NV4500 (All) Threaded stub, 14mm x 1.5 pitch threads Lubrication: YOU MUST USE THE CORRECT LUBRICANT IN THIS TRANSMISSION – Oil to be used is Valvoline part #811095 – 4 quarts only. Use of ANY other oil in the NV4500 will lead to failure and also voids any chance of a warranty claim. Swapping input shafts In some conversions, a
Dodge input shaft is used in a GM trans, or vice versa. When we supply the trans, it will come with the correct input shaft in it for the application. If you already have the trans, and need to change the input shaft, this is easily done from the front of the unit and Does NOT require major disassembly of the trans. It is recommended to check main shaft
end play after the swap, incorrect endplay can cause premature trans failure. To check end play, use a magnetic base dial indicator, zero it in on the rear of the trans main (output) shaft. use a small pry-bar or screwdriver to move the mainshaft in and out of the trans, reading play on the dial indicator. Should be .002-.006 6.34 1st Gear & 5.61 1st
gear units High Impact offers NV4500s transmissions with either 6.34 ratio 1st gear or 5.61 ratio first gear. For the first two years of production of these transmissions in General Motors vehicles, they were built with an extremely wide ratio 6.32 to one first gear. While not as smoothly drivable on the road, the 6.34 ratio unit is in many cases the
ultimate off-road off road manual trans. In vehicle using dual transfer cases or extreme underdrives, the 5.61 unit is generally better, as you don’t need to squeeze that last little bit of low gear out of the trans NOTE: The 6.34 ratio transmissions are available ONLY with the GM input shaft, and the early GM NV4500 bolt pattern. They are not
interchangeable with the later GM or Dodge NV4500s. This is important to know as our bellhousing adapter plates must use the Dodge input shaft (it is longer). Therefore they MUST use either an early GM factory bellhousing, or several aftermarket full bellhousings we offer to use this transmission with AMC and GM engines. Conversions must be
specifically designed for this transmission. We CAN supply them with GM or Dodge output housings/shaft. NV4500s – Custom Configurations High Impact can provide NV4500 transmissions available in GM/Dodge factory stock configurations, or custom configurations. This means we can supply an NV4500 with, say a Chevy input shaft, but with a 23
spline output shaft and the Dodge style tail housing. Custom configurations in some cases lower the cost and complexity of a conversion because in some cases one configuration will mate better to the motor, but the another will mate up the the Tcase better. Misc Tech Notes Hydraulic Clutch Linkages: Considerations putting later systems into older
vehicles: Master cylinder: The easiest master cylinder to bolt in to your vehicle would be the one the one from YOUR year and model vehicle, it will fit a stock firewall and clutch pedal. There are potential problems here, however: The master cylinder must have a compatible fluid displacement with the slave, otherwise proper clutch travel may not be
achieved. Also, late model parts have OEM specific fittings that the aftermarket custom hose shops do not seem to have, so custom hoses often involve cutting up two stock hoses and having them coupled. And some late model hoses are only available from the dealer, and as a PART of a COMPLETE assembly they will not break up. (Such as a master
cyl-hose combo, where they will not sell you only the hose). In these cases we have found it easier to USE the OEM matched master-hose-slave combo, and modify the brackets to mount the master cyl to the firewall, and the modify the linkage rod as needed to the pedal to get the correct travel for the slave cyl. This way you know the hose fittings
match up, and the master and slave are hydraulically matched. Our packages are generally engineered in the manner that is the closest to trouble free, although you are free to choose whatever method you prefer for your project.
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